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ABSTRACT 

EMERGENCE OF BULGARIAN NA TIONALISM 

Th e Balkan nations who gained their independences from the Oltoman state, 
established conji1sing nationalistic ideologies based on their 11atio11al identities 
and goals. I /istorical ethnic and political problems of the Balkan nations became 
a fire ball with nationalistic hlazes after the Ottoman rule. Under these 
conditions. nationalism in the /Jalkans became dangerous. Like the other Balkan 
11 atio11a/ists, Bulgarian nationalists also read the hist01y reverse and portrayed 
the Ottoman State scapegoat considering the Ottoman times as "dark era " f or the 
Bulgarians. This paper argues that neither Otro111an rule was dark f ur the 
!111/garians. nor, nationalism was grass rooted in 01ro111 an Bu/gar society as this 
was claimed by /111/garian 11alio11alistic: co111111ittees. 

Keywortf.,·: Ot10111a11 , /Julgaria, Tuna /lila.reti, IWa Monasle1J1, Tirn o\la, 
Father Paisii, Aprilov, Rakovski. Tersane Ko11ferans1 

Introduction 

At the beginning of the second half of the 19th century, political 
nationali sm began to influence the ethnic Bulgarians in the Ottoman State. Until 
the 1860s, there was not any serious political nationalistic movement in 
Bulgaria. The nationali stic intellectual elite was formed after 1860. Both a lack 
of proper secular, independent Bulgarian education and the Greek domination of 
Bulgarian culture resulted in Bulgarian nationalism ari sing relatively late. 

Booming trade in the Black Sea basin gradually began to change living 
standards in the Bulgarian lands. By the beginning of the 19th century, the ethnic 
Bulgarians began to enjoy the benefits of increasing trade and agricul tural 
imports. When Bulgarians entered into trade by establi shing trade colonies at 
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home and elsewhere, especiaJly in Istanbul, Rumania , and Russia proper, poor 

Bulgarian peasants also prospered. This prosperity was due to a large European 

market for Bulgarian agricultural products. Economic prosperity supported the 

establishment of the nationalist intelligentsia. The Ottoman government hoped 
to make ethnic Bulgarians loyal to the state, and it politically supported the 
newly emerging Bulgarian artisan and merchant class. The government 

launched administrative, agricultural, and economic reforms in the lands of the 

Bulgarians in order to raise the people's standard of living. 

Under changing economic and social conditions, ethnic Bulgarians began 

to create for themselves an identity. Emerging secular Bulgarian schools, which 
were supported by wealthy merchants, promoted the search for a collective 

identity and helped to create a Bulgarian nationalistic intelligentsia. Bulgarian 

merchants and students abroad, especially in Rumania and Russia, were 

influenced by nationalistic ideas, and they deeply influenced the emerging 

Bulgarian nationalism. Russia's political changes forced the abandonment of the 
idea of keeping the Balkan nations under a single Greek-dominated structure. 
Instead, the Russians adopted strong Pan-Slavist policies favoring Slav 
nationalities. Having its own national state under Russian influence had a deep 
impact on Bulgarian nationalism. This nationalism was prepared and started 
outside of the Bulgarian lands. Russia's adamant political, educational, and 

monetary support in the formation of Bulgarian nationalism was crucial. This 

nationalism was able to operate in Bulgaria with the support of Russia and of 

Bulgarian ernigres abroad. Interestingly, Bulgarian nationalism was never to 

become a widespread movement sweeping the country; however, the Russian 

military campaign against the Ottoman State dropped the autonomy of Bulgaria 

into the lap of the Bulgarian nationalists. 

Although some scholars speculate that the Bulgarians had been struggling 
against Ottoman rule since the conquest, this explanation does not adequately 
account for the beginning of Bulgarian nationalism or its subsequent success. 

Ignoring the Ottoman rule in Bulgaria, merely considering it a bleak and 

repressive period in Bulgarian history, and giving attention to particular parts of 
Ottoman rule by ignoring the whole are commonly made mistakes in the search 

for the roots of Bulgarian nationalism. 
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BULGARIA UNDER THE OTTOMAN RULE 

Bulgaria's conquest by the Ottoman Turks was concluded in 1393, when 
Great Tirnova fell. Ottoman rule in Bulgaria lasted longer than the first and 
second Bulgarian empires. Ottoman rule abolished local dynasties and the 
aristocracy. The largest portion of Bulgarian land became Miri and was divided 
into the Sipahiliks. Ethnic Bulgarians enjoyed some military and administrative 
positions and duties such as Voynuks (warriors), Martolos (unpaid 
infantrymen), Derbentc;i (road crew), Celepke~an, and Silrsat. This last group 
was responsible for satisfying the needs of the army. Generally, people were 
exempted from paying taxes in return for the performance of these duties. 

After the conquest, massive emigration of Turkish tribes to Bulgaria 
started. In 1418 the number of Turks in Bulgaria was large enough to start a 
revolt under Bedrettin Simavni's leadership. New settlers established towns and 
cities in Bulgaria. The Ottoman system was centered in and operated mostly in 
urban areas. Governmental, economic, literary, and cuhural enterprises were 
located in urban centers, while the villages were not touched by the strong 
central authority and governmental investments. In the 17th century, only one in 
fifty Christian Bulgarians lived in the towns. The villages were traditionally 
administrated by the local chieftains ((:orbac1s and Kocaba~1s). The Ottoman 
Millet system helped the Christian village dwellers to live according to their 
traditional and religious ways for centuries, and strict religious divisions 
prevented Christians from merging with fslamic culture. 1 

In 1394 the Tirnova Patriarchate was abolished, and Bulgarian religious 
affairs were subsequently controlled by the Greek Patriarchate in fstanbul. 
Timova Patriarchate was, however, abolished. The Rila Monastery functioned 
freely because of concessions granted by the Ottoman sultans. Until the 18th 
century, Bulgarian priests were dominant in Bulgarian churches. During the 18th 
century, Greeks were dominant in the Bulgarian churches, and Greek religious 
dominance deeply iniluenced Bulgarian culture. 

Ottoman rule brought serenity to the Balkans. Endless ethnic and 
religious rivalries ended under this unified authority. The Ottoman systems of 
land tenure and taxation helped to keep peace in the Balkans. Peace and 

Maria Todorova, "The Ottoman Legacy in the Balkans, " /111peria/ Legacy: The Otto111a11 
/111pri111 011 the /Jalka11s and the Middle /~a ·t, Edited by L. Carl Brown. Columbia University 
Press, New York, 1996, p. 47. 
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religious freedom produced a common ground for the Christians to promote 
their cultures, which interacted freely under one authority in the whole of the 

Balkans. Religious authorities, especially the Greek clergy, enjoyed larger 

numbers of followers than ever before. The Ottoman period in the Balkans, up 

to the I 91
h century, was not a time in which non-Muslim ethnic groups endlessly 

sh·uggled against the Ottoman authority, as some historians asserted. The 

Ottoman State was neither an exclusively Muslim state nor a Turkish one, but 

first of all a dynasty. The Empire neither pursued entirely religious goals nor 

followed any nationalistic policies. There were opportunities to be loyal to the 

empire, not only for Muslims but also for Christians. Centuries of cultural 

coexistence produced a common legacy,2 one that embraced every sect of the 

Ottoman society. The creation of an advanced Europe inspired the Ottoman 

Christians to no longer participate in the Ottoman cultural and political 

structure; they favored instead participation in European culture and the 

formation of their own national states. 

CHANGING CONDITIONS OF THE 
BULGARIANS IN THE EMPIRE 

Ideological movements require intellectual classes, and these classes 

come into existence through the creation of surplus wealth. Material prosperity 

and surplus money are invested in new enterprises or luxury. As a typical, 
widely popular 19th century phenomena, wealthy people invested their money 

in, first, a search for their family genealogy and, second, a quest for their ethnic 

identity. Mighty moneymakers extended their self-confidence, from the 
personal to the societal realm, in order to prove that they were pait of a great 

heritage and culture, even though they were treated as a backward people 

because of their ethnic background. A Bulgarian ethnic identity was raised by 

the newly emerging Bulgarian merchants who supported the establishment of 

the intelligentsia, lay schools, and political societies. It was the merchant class 

that successfully obtained independence from the Greek Church. Naturally, 

merchants sought material gains and profits. A sizable number of Bulgarian 

merchants in Istanbul and elsewhere in the Empire were threatened by 

nationalist Bulgarians who were used to being supported by the merchant class. 

Nationalists turned against the merchants, who mostly wanted to remain in the 

ibid, p. 49. 
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Empire because of personal and ethnic gains. The nationalists saw the 
merchants as opportunists and traitors. 

Until the second half of the 18 111 century, the Bulgarian economy was 
based upon guilds. The Ottoman guild system, based on a laissez-faire 
economy, gave the Bulgarians an opp01tunity to establish their own guilds. The 
Bulgarian guilds were free in their enterprises and guild commissions were 
authorized to make decisions and apply them. There were even some mixed 
Turkish-Bulgarian guilds in the lands of Bulgaria that worked smoothly. 
Interestingly, until the second half of the 19111 century, Bulgarian guilds kept 
their records in Greek and not in Bulgarian.3 The second half of the 19111 century 
was the beginning of the Bulgarian nationalist movement. This date explains 
why the guilds did not see any need to keep their records in Bulgarian. 

The industrial revolution in Europe increased agricultural demands in 
urban areas. By the 18111 century, Black Sea trade routes began to allow for 
agricultural and raw materials to reach inner Europe. ln the 1740s, Habsburg, 
France, and England received concessions in the Black Sea and Danube trade. 
By 1774, parallel to the political gains, Russia also achieved the upper hand in 
the Black Sea trade. Bulgarian peasants enjoyed remarkable prosperity because 
of the growing trade. Bulgaria had vast and fertile lands, and the Bulgarians 
were skilled farmers. Increasing aI,,rricultural demand from Europe and from the 
center, Jstanbul, because of the loss of some agricultural supply links between 
Istanbul and a newly independent Greece, enormously increased the market for 
Bulgarian agricultural products. Cotton, tobacco, rice, and wax were the main 
Bulgarian exports. Emerging new markets helped Bulgarian agriculture to grow, 
in terms of both size and technique. 

Bulgarian merchants benefited from the growing trade. There were strong 
Bulgarian merchant colonies outside Bulgaria--in the Empire and abroad. 
Edirne, Istanbul, Bucharest, Odessa, and Izmir were centers of strong Bulgarian 
merchant communities. After the revolution in Greece, Greek dominance in the 
Empire 's bureaucracy and trade gradually decreased. The Bulgarians who were 
very loyal to the Empire and not yet influenced by nationalistic movements 
were now replacing the Greeks. There were now numerous job opportunities in 
Istanbul for handy Bulgarian arti sans. Thousands of Bulgarians either 

Richard J. Crampton , A Concise l/islO/ :V of 1111/garia, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, I 9lJ7, p. 67. 
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permanently or temporarily emigrated to the city. Many Bulgarians were 

successful in their investments. When Sultan Mahmut II formed a regular army, 

he wanted to equip it with a standard uni form. The new army needed a large 

number of uniforms, and handy Bulgarians were to make them. The Bulgarian 
language began to be heard frequently in Istanbul's famous marketplaces. By 
the late 1840s, the Bulgarian community in Istanbul had its own press. In 1848, 

Ivan Bogorov iJublished the first Bulgarian periodical in Istanbul.
4 

By the 

1870s, some 40,000 Bulgarians were living in Istanbul.5 

Successful Bulgarian entrepreneurs in Istanbul earned power and honor 

according to their wealth. Bulgarians opened churches and schools in Istanbul. 

The Bulgarian population wanted to be aware of its ethnic identity without 

pursuing any nationalistic feelings. Greek independence had brought an end to a 

strong Greek influence on the Bulgarians. A political and national identity and 

the pursuing of a national interest could not fit into a religious brotherhood, 

which was assimilating the Bulgarians into the Greek culture. With the strength 

of wealth and self-confidence, the Bulgarians of Istanbul fought to have a free 

Bulgarian church. The lslahat Fermam of 1856 contained church reforms among 

others. The Bulgarians in Istanbul applied to the Porte to be allowed to elect 
their clerics to the Bulgarian churches. Istanbul Bulgarians informed their 

brethren at home about new opportunities and requested the election of their 

church representatives in order to pressure the Porte to gain election rights. 

Some t\venty representatives from Bulgaria and forty from Istanbul assembled 

in Istanbul for their proposed goal. This campaign produced no tangible results, 

but it gave tremendous psychological strength to the Bulgarians.6 

In 1858, the Seven Church Council headed by the Patriarch met in 
Istanbul. In this meeting, Bulgarian delegates demanded to be able to select the 
bishops for Bulgarian churches. The Bulgarians were not satisfied by a Greek 
promise to allow them to select one bishop. In this event, the Russian 
government sided with the Greeks, sending an official note to the Patriarch. The 
note stipulated that Russia would protect the Patriarchate everywhere and would 

Richard J. Crampton, Bulgaria 1878-1918 A f!ist01y, Columbia University Press, New York 
1983, p. 8. 
L.S. Stnvrianos, 7Yi.e Balkans Since 1453, Rinehart and Winston Publishing, New York, 

/ Chicago 1958, p. 368. 
6 Nicholai Genchev, Th e /311/garia11 National Hevi l'a! Period, Sofia Press, Sofia 1977, p. 111 . 
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not tolerate any secessionist independent church in the European territories of 
the Ottoman State. 

In I 860, Ilarion Makariopolski , head of the Bulgarian church in Istanbul, 
led another movement to gain church independence. He conducted services on 
Easter Sunday without gaining prior Patyriarchate permission. During the 
service the Sultan's name was mentioned in place of the Patriarch 's. Some thirty 
other churches throughout Bulgaria repeated the same action. The Patriarch did 
not accept this separation of the church jurisd iction and convened the Church 
Council. The Council condemned Ilarion and anathematized the followers. All 
attempts made by the Bulgarians to gain church independence produced no 
results because of the Patrinrch 's stubbornness. Jn exchange, the Bulgarians 
threatened to reject the Orthodox faith if their demands were not met. 

The Ottoman Government's sympathetic approach and changing Russian 
policies solved the problem. In 1864, General N.P. Jgnatiev was appointed as 
Russian ambassador to Istanbul. Ignatiev was the major figure in Russia's 
emerging pan-Slavist policies. According to the new political trend, Russia 
abandoned the Greek-centered policy of influence in the empire and the idea of 
establishing a Christian state independent from the Ottoman State under Greek 
leadership. They replaced it with the idea of the formation of separate Slavic 
states favoring Slav solidarity and federation. According to lgnatiev, in order to 
keep Bulgarians in the Orthodox faith, in other words, to keep them under 
Russian influence, Russia needed to recognize church separat ion. The Ottoman 
government favored the Bulgarians in the church debate in order to keep them 
loyal to the state and to block Russian political maneuvers. The Ottoman State 
tried to create an Ottoman society through the pan-Ottoman movement. Muslim 
and non-Muslim nationalities would have equal rights within the empire's 
territorial boundaries. ff the empire gave the Bulgarians what they wanted, the 
Bulgarians would feel that they were equally part of the Ottoman society, and 
they would reason to remain in this soc iety. 

The Porte set up a new initiative--with Ignatiev's support--to settle the 
debate. A commission, fo1med by three Bulgarian and three Greek delegates, 
was to solve the problem. The commission reached a solut ion by deciding to 
establish a national Bulgarian church. Due to the law, the agreement needed to 
be ratified by the Patriarch in order to be valid. The Patriarch never signed the 
agreement, and it became null and void. Finally, on March 11 , 1870, the dispme 
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was solved by Sultan Abdulaziz's ferman. The ferman decreed the 
establishment of an autonomous Bulgarian church. The church was to be headed 
by an exarch elected by the synod. As was true for the former commission 's 
decision, the Patriarch failed to ratity the ferman. The Greek Church again 
anathematized Bulgarian church followers. Greeks paraded in the streets of 
Istanbul, shouting, "Long live the schism. We will not be absorbed by the Slavs. 
We will not let our children be Bulgarized."7 An anti-Slav journal based in 
Athens accused Russia of exploiting the Greek element in favor of Slav 
interests. Finally, without the Patriarch's permission, the Bulgarians formed 
their exarchate in 1872, relying on the ferman. 

Establishment of the Bulgarian exarchate deeply damaged the Megali 
Idea, and the Greeks in the empire leaned towards union with Greece, while 
Bulgarians began to seek the creation of their own nationalist movement. 8 The 
Bulgarian church had been created by the Bulgarian people and intelligentsia, 
but it was not a movement for national liberation.9 

FORMATION OF BULGARIAN INTELLIGENTSIA AND 
EMERGENCE OF BULGARIAN NATIONALISM 

The formation of an intelligentsia cannot take place without secular 
education, and nationalist feelings could not be promoted without an 
intelligentsia. As a general rule, language is the prerequisite in the formation of 
any nationalism. 

The Bulgarian language was widely spoken by ethnic Bulgarians, 
especially poor, illiterate Bulgarian peasants. Jn the church, in the commune, 
and in the schools Greek was most widely used. Dominated families and 
urbanized Bulgarians spoke Greek in order to attain a high social level. An 
educated Bulgarian was one who spoke Greek. If he could not speak it, at least 
he adorned his speeches with Greek phrases. All educational institutions in 
Bulgaria were totally Greek dominated. Jn 1815, the first Greek secular school 
was opened in Bulgaria. The Bulgarian graduates from this school were inspired 

Stavrianos, p. 375 . 
Kcmal H. Karpat. An lnq11i1y into the Social Fo1111datio11s o/ Nationalism in the Ottoman 
State: From Social Estates to Classes, from Millets to Nc;tions, Center of International 
Studies, Princeton University 1973, p. 90. 
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~~ Greek nationali sm, and later they be~ame Bulgarian nationalists. And, at 
l st, they were opposed to Greek dommance of the Bulgarian culture and 
i:l11guage . 10 

. In 1834, Vasil Aprilov launched the first Bulgarian-language lay school 

~ G~brovo. Aprilov favored Rt'.ss ian over G.reek. According to April~v, Sh~v'.c 
liss1a held the key to Bulgarian cultural independence because ol Russia s 

~dvanc.ed ~duc~tion. 11 When the modern western ideas reached Bulgaria , the 
lllganan mtell1gentsia had a dilemma in choosing either pan-Helle111s111 or pan

Slavism. They chose pan-Slavism in order to obtain Russian support in the 
formation of a Bulgarian cultural and ethnic identity. 

~ !he B~lgarian int.e lligentsia. had to crea~e a national language for 
1' Ltlg~11a~ nattonahsm. With many dialect~, Bulgarian was deeply mfluenced by 

Urk1sh and Greek. There were two options 111 creatmg a national language, 

Church Slavonic or living Bulgarian. The problem was solved in the 1870s by 

~he favoring of a Jiving language. The Bulgarian intelligentsia's deep 

involvement with pan-Slavism created another danger for the language . When 

the language began to purge Turkish and Greek elements, the emerging 
language was invaded by Russian. 12 

Bulgarians had few books written m their languages, and most were 
Pllblished outside of Bulgaria. Russian books flowed into Bulgaria, and 
13ti]garians went abroad to study. In 1840, the first book in Bulgarian was 

Pllbiished in Bulgaria. 13 Venelin 'sand Bozveli 's books influenced the Bu lgari an 
students concerning ethnic consciousness. In 1829, Uri Venelin, a Ukrainian 

Slav, wrote hi s book about Bulgarian hi story, Ancient and Modem Bulgarians. 
Venelin defended the notion that ancient Bulgarians were Slavic, not Turkic. 

Nefoit Bozveli dealt with Greek and <;::orbac1 abuses of Bulgarians. Aprilov. 

Who first considered being a Greek, was influenced by Venelin, and he became 

a defender of Bulgarian ethnic culture. Aprilov was one of the first explorers of 

Bulgarian folklore and ethnography. Under the influence of German romantic 

10 

Thomas A. Meininger, 711c Formation of' a Nationalist Bulgarian Intelligentsia 1835- 1878, 

1 Garland Publishing, New York, London 1973 , p. 74. 
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nationalism, Bulgarian intellectuals conducted studies to discover their national 
identity using folklore, grammar, and historical sources. 

Modern Bulgarian hi storical literature paid great attention to Father 
Paisii ' s book about Bulgarian hi story. Father Paisii was a monk in the Rila 
monastery. The monastery functioned under special concessions given by 
Ottoman Sultans in a free religious environment. The monastery embraced all 
Orthodox faiths with a different ethnicity. Ethnic Bulgarians were fewer in 
number and less effective in scholarship at the monastery. Bulgarian students 
and instructors were under the linguistic and religo-cultural influence of Greeks 
and Serbs. Jn 1762, Father Paisii wrote that there was no reason to be ashamed 
about speaking Bulgarian. His book was written in Old Church Slavonic, and 
even highly educated Bulgarians found it very hard to understand. The book 
contained no scientific value; it was just a short personal expression. Father 
Paisii's purpose was not aggressive, but defensive. He raised a voice against his 
brethren who had looked down on the ethnic Bulgarians. He wanted the 
Buigarians to overcome psychological pressure and hurt, but he failed to show 
that Bulgarians were a distinct ethnic brroup. First published in 1844, not in 
Bulgaria, but in Budapest, the book did not garner any attention for almost a 
century. In 1871, it was identified as being written by Father Paisii. To find a 
base for their thesis that Bulgarians were aware of their ethnic identity and had 
struggled for centuries for their freedom, the overwhelming majority of 
Bulgarian scholars argued that Father Pais ii 's book was the startling point in 
Bulgaria's nationalistic movement. Surprisingly, the book was unknown to the 
Bulgarian intelligentsia, and they were not inspired by it. Even if the 
intelligentsia had a chance to know the book, its rhetoric would not fit into a 
modern nationalistic ideology. 

The backbone of the Bulgarian intelligentsia was formed by Bulgarian 
graduates abroad. Education, publication, and literary and political 
organizations were not significant in the lands of Bulgaria, but they were pretty 
active abroad at the beginning of the second half of the J 91

h century. After the 
Crimean war, paralJel to Russia's emerging pan-Slavist propaganda, Russia 
encouraged and financially supported Bulgarian students. A large number of 
Bulgarian students received their education in Russia and Romania, where the 
Bulgarian nationalist movements were centered. Besides Russia's financial 
support, Bulgarian merchants and literary organizations gave monetary support 
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to the students abroad. Jn 1869, some thirty-six Bulga rian students graduated 
from Kieven schools. Between the years 1850 and 1876, Russia granted 
fellowships for 500 Bulgarian students to study in Russ ia.14 Vienna and Paris 
were other centers where many Bulgarians studied. 

A sizable number of Bulgarian students studied in Istanbul. Missionary 
schools, especially Robert Coll ege and the Greek Kuru9e~me University, 
received many Bulgarian students. Numerous Bulgarian students registered in 
the government's first high school, Galatasaray Sultanisi. Bulgarian students 
attracted the attention of the teachers of the Sultani because of their self
di scipline and diligence. Ottoman schooling gave Bulgarian students a practical 
introduction to some of the West 's advanced ideas and skill s.15 The 
establi shment of the Bulgarian intelligentsia dated to the 1850s. In terms of both 
size and influence, the intelligentsia was weak in Bulgaria . fl was more active in 
Istanbul than in the lands of Bulgaria. The nationali stic intelligentsia was far 
from mobilizing the masses to achieve national goals. 

POLITICAL BULGARIAN NATIONALISM 

Political Bulgarian nationali sm was fostered abroad, especially in Russia 
and in the Danubian Principalities. Bulgarian political organizations, which 
were established in Russia and the Principalities, propagandized in Bulgaria. 
The emerging pan-Slavic policies of Russia after the Crimean War were 
crucially important in political Bulgarian nationalism. Russia pursued a poli cy 
seeking to establish Slavic states in the Ottoman Balkans under Russian 
influence. Russia 's priority of establi shing a state unifying Ottoman Orthodox 
citizens in the Balkans under Greek leadership had been abandoned. The birth 
of the national state of Greece ended Greek assimilation or the Slavs . The 
Greeks had their own state, and they were pursuing their own national goals. 
Bulgarians no longer wanted to stay under Greek influence, and they struggled 
to gain their own national identity. 

Russ ia , especially Odessa, was a Mecca for Bulgarian nationalists, while 
Wallachia, notably Bucharest, was their military and organi zati onal base. The 
first volumes of Bulgarian history were written in Odessa, and Bulgarian 
students studied their hi story there. Odessa inspired students to expand 

14 K nrpat, A11 Jn1711in • lllfo the Socia l Fo1111datin11s nf'Natio11nlis111 i11 the Otto111a11 State, p. 83 . 
15 Meininger. p. 193. 
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nationalistic ideas when they returned to Bulgaria. Because of Bulgarian trade 
colonies, Odessa and Wallachia had a large Bulgarian population. 
Revolutionary nationalist Bulgarians first established their political 
organizations, later formed armed militias in the Danubian Principalities. The 
Bulgarian insurgents used to cross the Danube and enter Bulgaria in search of 
people who would participate in a revolt. When they failed they fled back to the 
Danubian Principalities. The Principalities welcomed the Bulgarian nationalistic 
movement but hesitated to allow armed Bulgarian militias to cross the Danube. 
The Principalities were tied to the Ottoman State under Russian protection. 
They did not want to jeopardize their autonomous status by taking a wrong step. 

Bulgarian nationalists were not united in their ideologies. There were two 
main groups of nationalists; each offered a different way of achieving goals. 

1- Reformists: This group was also called the Turcophils. Bulgarian 
nationalists in Istanbul and Bulgaria favored remaining in the empire, 
but gaining more political rights. Forcing the Ottoman State to give 
new refo1111s could have resulted in a better political and economic 
situation for ethnic Bulgarians. Western-educated Bulgarians also 
shared the same idea, that the Bulgarian question would be resolved 
by reforming or pressuring for the reform of the Ottoman State. 

2- Revolutionaries: This group was also called the Russophils and was 
composed mostly of Bulgarians who received an education in Russia 
and supported revolutionary solutions to the Bulgarian problem. 
According to these groups, independence from the Ottoman State 
could be a permanent solution. Within this group, there were different 
ways of achieving this goal. First, group members realized that Russia 
was the only power able to liberate Bulgaria, but at the same time they 
were afraid of Russian domination, which would destroy Bulgarian 
sovereignty in a future free Bulgaria. Revolutionaries believed that 
they could not completely achieve their goal of freedom, so a Slavic 
Confederation with Serbia and the Danubian Principalities was the 
best way to gain some measure of freedom and consolidate Slavic 
power in the Balkans. The agenda of both Serbia and the Principalities 
was to establish national states, not a Slavic Federal State. This agenda 
alienated the Bulgarian nationalists. Revolutionaries either turned their 
faces to Istanbul to form a federal state with the Ottoman State that 
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would have equal political rights with their counterparts, or they began 
to rely on their own power to liberate Bulgaria then by establishing a 
national Bulgarian state that would receive foreign aid. 

Bulgarians enjoyed improving economic prosperity in the nineteenth 
century, both in rural and urban areas. Emerging merchant and artisan Bulgarian 
classes in urban areas and peasant prosperity in rural areas strengthened feelings 
that Bulgaria should remain in the Ottoman State. The traditional Ottoman 
administrative policies in rural areas and a series of reforms to improve minority 
rights supplied a comfortable environment for Bulgarians to live in. In the 
collntryside, the village commune played a crucial role in supporting Bulgarian 
cultural life. The foundation s granted by the Ottoman authorities made the 
commune the basic institution available to all rural Bulgarians, whether 
common or privileged in status, for preserving their self-government and basic 
Self-esteem function s that the village did not possess prior to the Ottoman 
conquest.

16 
Bulgarians lost, however, their political leaders with the Ottoman 

conquest. They preserved their agrarian feudal groups until Bulgarian 
autonomy. 

17 
In the second half of the 19 111 century, with the abolishment of the 

Sipahis, eighty-five percent of Bulgarian peasants owned their own land. A high 
rate of land ownership improved agricultural techniques, and the existence of a 
big market for Bulgarian agricultural products resulted in Bulgarians' loyalty 
Under the \,orbac1s' leadership in rural areas to the Empire. The peasantry took 
a minimal political role in the Bulgarian revival. Pan-Slavic propaganda was not 
effective on the Bulgarian peasants, because their economic and political 
situation was better than that of the Russian peasants. The refom1ists were 
strengthened by the establishment of Tuna Yilayeti (Danube Province) and by 
the vigorous and enlightened administration of the Yilayet, Mi that Pasha. When 
the Ottoman State adopted the Yilayet system as the basis of new administrative 
llnits in 1864, Tuna Yilayeti was a model vilayet. The Yilayet was comprised of 
R.uscuk, Yidin, Sofia, Tirnova , Varna, Ni~, and Tulca. 18 These territories 
covered the bulk of terTitory in today 's modern Bulgaria. A series of economic 
and administrative reforms was initiated by Mithat Pasha. In a short time, the 
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province achieved admirable goals, and the successes increased prosperity and 

political rights there. Mithat Pasha established agrarian banks and built roads, 

bridges, and schools. Mithat Pasha was assisted by an administrative council, 

which was apart from the usual officials. The Council consisted of two 
Christians and two Muslims as representatives of their communities. At least 
once a year a General Council of the Vilayet had to convene to discuss the 
budget and the planning and organization of public services, as well as other 

economic problems, including taxation. Each of seven sancaks forming the 

Danubian Vilayet was entitled to four representatives in the General Council. 

The Vilayet's official periodical was the Dunav (Danube), which was published 

in Turkish and Bulgarian.19 

POLITICAL ORGANIZATIONS 

Revolutionary nationalists formed some organizations abroad and 

functioned under these organizations' banner. In 1854, a group of Bulgarian 

merchants fanned a "Bulgarian Board of Trustees" in Odessa. The 

organization's main purpose was charity, but it also helped the Russians to 

recruit volunteers for the Army. That same year, the "Central Bulgarian 

Trusteeship" was formed in Bucharest with a similar purpose.20 

In 1853 in Bucharest and in 1858 in Moscow, Bulgarian Benevolent 
Societies were established by wealthy Bulgarian merchants. These societies 

aimed at providing for the welfare of the Orthodox and securing scholarships 

for young Bulgarians to study in Russia. 21 Benevolent societies had good 

relations with Ignatiev. The Moscow Benevolent Society convened a meeting in 

Odessa to discuss the establishment of a Yugoslav Tstardom united with Serbia. 
To support this idea, the Bucharest Benevolent Society met that same year and 

declared that "a brotherly union should take place between the Serbs and the 
Bulgarians under the name of Yugoslav Tsardom."22 The Benevolent Society 
was willing to sign a protocol declaring Serbian and Bulgarian unification at the 
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end of the meeting, but Serbian representatives failed to sign this protocol. The 
Serbs felt that they did not need Bulgarian help to attain their independence and 
that the Slavic confederation was a utopia. After this meeting, the Society 
pursued the establishment of a dual Bulgarian and Turkish state friendly to 
Russia. The Austro-Hungarian Empire was a good example of their proposed 
model. In I 867, the Society sent a memorandum to Sultan Abdulaziz for the 
establishment of a dual Turkish-Bulgarian monarchy. According to the plan, a 
separate Bulgarian kingdom would be established; it would be ruled by Sultan's 
Christian deputy. The Bulgarian kingdom would have a constitutional autonomy 
and an independent church.23 The submitted plan did not catch the Sultan's 
attention. In the afte1111ath of the memorandum, moderate Bulgarians tended to 
be more rcvolutionary.24 Georgi Rakovski appeared to be the first revolutionary 
leader to challenge the political domination of the Ottoman State. Rakovski 
joined revolutionary movements at the age of sixteen. With the failure of the 
1841 revolution in the Balkans, he escaped to France and then returned to 
Istanbul. He received his education at the Greek Kurw;e~me University in 
Istanbul. He fought in the Crimean War against the Turks. In 1863, he traveled 
to the Greek, Montenegrin, and Serb capitals to enlist support for the Bulgarian 
cause. Rakovski 's political program counted on some outside help for the 
Bulgarians, but soon he discovered that outsiders sought to help themselves, not 
his countrymen. Rakovski was especially antagonized by the Greek attitude 
regarding the Bulgarian cause. 

Since the early sixties, Serbia had been one of the centers of Bulgarian 
activity. The Serbian government aided Rakovski both in his organization of a 
Bulgarian Legion and in the printing of books and pamphlets. Rakovski had had 
his headquarters in Belgrade and in Novi Sad. In 1861 , he founded the Journal 
Dunavski Lebed (Danube Swan). He was willing to enter into a federation with 
the Serbs and Romanians, but not the Greeks. Soon Rakovski and his followers 
clashed with Serb nationalist groups over the entire question of Balkan Slavic 
unity. When the Ottoman mi I itary forces shelled Belgrade in 1861, Rakovski 
moved his headquarters to Bucharest, but his connection with Serbia 
continued. 25 

23 Gcnchev, p. 129. 
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Rakovski was particularly influenced by the Italian Riisorgimento and 

Mazzini's ideology of Young Italy and Young Europe. He sought to organize 

the bands' activities into a revolutionary movement, linking it with movements 

in Europe.26 Rakovski believed that Ottoman power would be destroyed only by 
the armed action of its subject peoples; that is why he insisted on the unification 

of Slavic nationalities of the Balkans. 

In 1866, Rakovski established "Bulgarian Secret Central Committee" in 
Bucharest. Rakovski did not have a chance to operate his organization for long. 

In 1867, he died at the age of forty-five from tuberculosis. Rakovski's sudden 

death created a great grievance among the nationalists, and his personality 

became a cult after Bulgarian independence. 

After Rakovski's death, Vasil Leviski Jed the organization. In 1872, 

conflicted Bulgarian nationalist groups and their leaders held a meeting in 
Bucharest to unite around common nationalist goals. After the meeting, the 

"Bulgarian Revolutionary Central Committee" was formed. The committee 

included representatives from Bulgaria as well as from other emigrant 
organizations abroad. The committee decided on full independence. Liubien 
Karavelov was elected as president. Leviski and his chief assistant, Dimitur 
Obshti, were given the task of returning to Bulgaria to organize the revolution 
there. In 1873, Leviski and Obshti attempted to rob the Ottoman post office in 
Sofia, but they were caught. They confessed their crime and talked about their 

insurgent plans.27 They were hanged in 1874 for robbery. After the death of 

Leviski, the Central Committee collapsed in Bulgaria.28 

The ideology of Bulgarian revolutionary nationalism was perfected by 

Karavelov. He was the Mazzini of Bulgaria. He spent nearly ten years in 
Moscow, and he came to know official and revolutionary Russia well. He 
rejected the idea of a Turkish-Bulgarian dual state. Karavelov supported the 
idea of a Balkan federation that included Greece. According to Karavelov, each 
state would be autonomous in the federation. Karavelov preached that "liberty is 
not received, it is taken."29 Karavelov was aware that Russia was pursuing only 

her own interests. According to Karavelov, Russia was responsible for the 

26 Pundeff, p. 110. 
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exodus of thousands of Bulgarians from the Bulgarian lands and settlements of 
thousands of Tatars and Circassians in Bulgaria. He warned that "the well-being 
of the Bulgarians will not come from the North" and that to rely on Russia was 
"to suffer another century."3° Karavelov asserted that "if Russia comes to 
liberate, she will be met with great sympathies, but if she comes to rule, she will 
find many enemies."31 

Jn 1875, the Revolutionary Central Committee tried to start an uprising in 
Bulgaria against the central government, but failed. After this foilure, the 
Central Committee in Bucharest broke up. 32 In 1875, a new Bulgarian 
Revolutionary Central Committee was formed in the Romanian town of Giurgiu 
on the Danube under Georgi Donkovski's leadership. The committee divided 
Bulgaria into four revolutionary districts with headquarters in Vratsa, Sliven, 
Timova, and Plovdiv.33 The committee planned to start a general uprising in 
Bulgaria in April 1876. 

APRIL UPRISING IN BULGARIA AND ITS AFTERMATH 

Revolutionary Bulgarian nationalist groups diffused into Bulgaria, 
crossing the Danube to start an uprising according to the plan made by new 
Central Committee. The uprising was scheduled for April, but it started at the 
beginning of May. Bulgarian nationalists were not unified in the uprising. Only 
a small group supported the revolt. Uprising perpetrators targeted Bulgarian and 
mixed Turkish-Bulgarian populated villages for their propaganda. The 
revolutionaries convinced Bulgarian villagers that a nationwide uprising had 
started but that the central government's anny was ruthlessly purging ethnic 
Bulgarians where they were found. The revolutionaries told the people that they 
were harbingers of an ominous destiny for the Bulgarians, and they informed 
villagers that the Russian army had crossed the Danube to crush the Ottoman 
army and liberate the Bulgarians. The revolutionaries recommended the killing 
of Turks before they (the Turks) started to kill Bulgarians and fleeing the 
villages to the mountains and the forests , waiting for the Russian army's arrival 
there to liberate them. 

30 ibid, p. 112. 
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The propaganda was successful in some rural areas. Interestingly, 
Bulgarian peasants who were less affected by nationalist thought were carrying 
out a revolutionary nationalistic task. It was clear that even Bulgarian urban 
areas were not ready for a national uprising, but villages were enticed by the 
revolutionary nationalists, who took advantage of their ignorance. The timing 
was perfect to start an uprising in Bulgaria. The Ottoman army was suppressing 
the uprising in Serbia. There was a shortage of Ottoman military power in 
Bulgaria to maintain peace and security. However, the central government's 
military presence was weak in Bulgaria, but the demographic strncture in 
Bulgaria was not suitable for the achieving of a successful nationalist uprising. 
The Bulgarian situation was remarkably different from that of the Serbs and 
Greeks. Bulgaria was the core of the Ottoman territories in the Balkans. The 
Turkish-speaking population was in the majority until Bulgaria's autonomy in 
1878.34 According to a 1876 account, there were 1, 120,000 Turks, and 
1, 130,000 Bulgarians in Bulgaria.35 The Bulgarian population in Bulgaria was 
mostly peasant in nature, and few ethnic Bulgarians actively sought 
independence, and those who were active were divided.36 

Bulgarian revolutionaries aimed to start a suicidal upnsmg, sacrificing 
some thousands of Bulgarian Jives in order to attract the attention of western 
public opinion to the Bulgarian cause. In the end, they were successful in 
achieving their aim. The revolutionaries earlier had adopted terrorist methods. 
First, they had planned to bum Istanbul and major cities, but they changed their 
minds and planed to massacre Turks in Bulgaria with an ill-organized revolt.

37 

The revolt was repressed by a force consisting of mostly non-Turkish irregulars. 
According to historian Richard Crampton, most of the Ba~1bozuks, irregulars, 
who fought against the rebels were Bulgarian Muslims (Pomaks)38 who spoke 
Bulgarian, not Turkish. After the Crimean War, some 100,000 Circassians and 
Tatars had settled in Bulgaria. They were active in the suppression of the revolt; 
they tried to prevent a Russian presence in Bulgaria and avoid Russian rule, 
from which they had escaped. Besides all these groups, an overwhelming 
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majority of Bulgarian village administrators, <:;:orbacrs who used to be elected 
by village dwellers, sided with the Ba~1bozuks to suppress the revolt. 
Revolutionaries saw the (.:orbacrs as traitors. 

In June 1876, the first reports began to reach England that these Turkish 
irregulars had destroyed dozens of villages and massacred rebels and innocents 
alike. The English were particularly sensitive to the Bulgarian problem because 
they had fought the Crimean War to preserve the Ottoman State.39 The British 
Ambassador to Istanbul , Henry Elliot, sent reports to London about the 
Bulgarian revolt. The Ambassador first received information from the Consulate 
of Edime, which was the closest British consulate to Philippopolis, where the 
severest clashes occurred . He reported the data submitted from the Edime 
Consulate to London. On May 24, Elliot reported that some 300 Bulgarians 
were killed during the clashes. In his May 271

1t repo1t, the Ambassador reported 
to London that Bulgarians also killed many innocent Muslims.40 

Former missionaries and instructors at Robert College in Istanbul, 
Professor George Washburn and Professor Albert Long, prepared a report about 
the Bulgarian revo lt, relying on information given by Bulgarian students at the 
College. They submitted copies of their report to Ambassador Elliot and 
correspondents of The Times and Th e Dai~)! News in Istanbul. JY1e Times refused 
to publish thi s report but 171e Dai/)1 News wrote a story based on the report of 
June 23. The Dai~)! News dramatically portrayed how innocent Christians were 
savagely killed, and the paper sa id that some 30,000 Bulgarians died during the 
revolt.4 1 

British Foreign Minister Derby and Prime Minister Disraeli announced 
that the number of Bulgarian casualties was exaggerated. Due to public pressure 
and the Queen's curiosity, Ambassador Elliot dispatched two deputations, and 
Disraeli informed the Queen about the deputations. Elliot stated that the 
information about the casualties was based on Bulgarian and Russ ian sources 
and that the numbers were exaggerated. When the reports gave detailed 
information about Bulgarian casualties, they ignored acknowledging Muslim 
casualties. According to Elliot, the Ottoman State did not have any other choice 
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but to use irregulars to suppress the revolt, and the Government was trying to 

settle the unrest.42 

Despite the European sentiment about "Bulgarian Massacre," which arose 

from the bloody repression of the revolt by Turkish irregulars, the Turkish 
sentiment regarded the revolt as a massacre of helpless Turks by Bulgarian 

rebels incited by Russia.43 The Ottoman Government announced that some 
1,000 Turks and 1830 Bulgarians were killed during the revolt. Three irregulars 

were hanged by the Government because of their involvement in these 
atrocities. According to the Government, the Bulgarians began to kill Muslims, 

and most of the villages were burnt by Bulgarians.4~ 

British politician William Gladstone criticized Disraeli for not accepting 

the reality of the situation and for backing the Ottoman State. Disraeli pursued a 

policy designed to preserve the Ottoman State against Russian imperialism. In 

contrast to Disraeli , Gladstone defended the idea that the Ottoman State should 
leave the tenitories in the Balkans in favor of the Balkan states. Gladstone 
adamantly supported and publicized the Bulgarian case . He wrote a pamphlet-
"Bulgarian Horrors and the Question of the East"--which sold fifty thousand 

copies in a few days. 

The Bulgarian revolt achieved greater success in Europe than in Bulgaria . 
The rebels attracted favorable European public opinion. European opinion did 

not spare attention to the Bulgarian rebels as it had backed every single 
Christian case in the Ottoman State. A lack of political Bulgarian nationali sts 

and revolutionaries in Bulgaria, a large Muslim population, and Ottoman 

loyalties among the Bulgarians were supposed to make Bulgarian autonomy and 
independence late. Due to changing European international politics and Russ ia 's 
political and military accord, Bulgaria would gain its autonomy two years after 

the April revolt. This was unthinkable for the revolutionaries. 

BULGARIAN AUTONOMY 

Bulgarian and Serbian revolts started a new crusade in Europe to pressure 
for more concessions on behalf of the minorities in the Ottoman State. At the 
"Tersane Konferans1," which started on December 23 , 1876, in Istanbul , the 
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European powers unanimously made the deci sion that the Ottoman State had to 
launch new reforms on minority rights. During this conference, Russia 
pressured Bulgarian autonomy, but England and the Austro-Hungarians 
opposed the Russian plan. 

The Tersane Konferans1 aimed to dictate reform plans in the Empire, 

especially in the territories where the Slavic subjects of the Empire lived. The 

Ottoman government hastily declared a constitutional regime to prevent 

European involvement in domestic affairs.45 The Ottoman government decided 

to reject the refonn plans proposed by the conference. The government 

considered the conference 's plan a violation of Ottoman sovereignty. A newly 

established Ottoman parliament would solve the minority problems. Jn March, 

1877, Russian, French, English, Austrn-Hungarian, and German and Italian 

delegates met in London. After the meeting, these European powers called the 
Porte to adopt the reforms, which were proposed at Tersane Konferans1. The 
Ottoman government once again rejected the European proposal. Ignatiev 

dispatched a mission to Europe, securing European neutrality in case of any 
quarrels between Russia and the Ottoman State. Russia and Austro-Hunga1y 

secretly agreed that the latter would not side with any party in case of Russian

Ottoman clashes. This agreement was a major dispatch in Austro-Hungary's 
international policies. Like the Ottomans, the Austro-Hungarian Empire--had 

large numbers of minorities. Traditionally, the Empire opposed international 

plans concerning minority rights, concluding that they would be too dangerous 
to the Empire 's unity. Ignatiev al so secured French, English, and German 

neutrality. With Gladstone 's prime-ministership, England also abandoned her 
traditional policy, which was designed to preserve the Ottoman State. Now all 

European powers were united against the Ottomans' refusal to apply European

proposed re forms. For the first time, Russia was entirely free to exert its 
military and political pO\ver on the Ottoman State without any European / 
opposition. 

In April 1877, Russia declared war against the Ottoman State. Romania, 

Serbia, and Montenegro entered into the war, siding with Russia. The Russian 
troops crossed the Danube and began an occupation of the Bulgarian territories. 

The Bulgarians collaborated with the Russians. 

~ 5 Akdcs Nime1 Kurnt, Tttrkiye i·e Rwya, AO, DTCF Y:iyinlari , Ankara, 1970, p. 278 . 
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The Russo-Ottoman War of 1877-78 was one of the most disastrous 
conflicts in Turkish history. Rapidly armed Bulgarian bands and Don Cossacks, 
along with the Russian army, commjtted hoITible massacres. According to one 
account, 200,000 to 300, 000 Muslim civilians were killed during the war, and 
more than a million Muslims were uprooted in an area stretching all the way 
from the Danube to Istanbul.46 According to another account, one-and-a-half 
million Rumelian Muslims were uprooted, and around 450,000 of them died.47 

When the war ended in January 1878, Russian troops were stationed in 
Ye~ilkoy (San Stefano) ten miles from Istanbul, endangering the security of the 
Straits. The Russjan anny did not attempt to seize the capital because if it did 
so, the European powers would not approve the Russian action. And it would 
trigger another Crimean War against Russia. The European powers did not 
expect the Ottoman army to collapse that quickly, and they were shocked by the 
Russian success. To prevent European intervention, Russia hastily signed the 
San Stefano treaty with the Ottoman State on March 3, 1878. With this 
agreement, Bulgaria gained autonomy within its borders. According to Turkish 
diplomat Bilal Sim~ir, none of the other states founded on the territory of the 
Ottoman State had devoured so many innocent Turkish victims as did the 
Bulgarian state.48 The European powers opposed the Treaty of San Stefano, and 
the treaty was then revised at the Berlin Conference in June. The Berlin treaty 
reduced the territory of greater Bulgaria. According to the Berlin treaty, 
Bulgaria would have an autonomous status, having its own prince under 
Ottoman suzerainty. 

In conclusion. Bulgarian political nationalism started at the second half of 
the 19

111 
century. Bulgarian nationalism--cspecially in Bulgaria--was weak, and it 

emerged late in other Balkan countries. As was common among Balkan 
nationalisms, Bulgarian nationalism was blended with myths and false premises 
to legitimate itself. Russian pan-Slavist propaganda fabricated a myth that 
Bulgarian nationalism was great and complete. Bulgarian nationalism, however, 
was far from being true political nationalism and lacked strong, awakened the 
Bulgarian masses as a base. Bulgarian revolutionary nationalist organizations, 
which were established outside the lands of Bulgaria, could not find a large 
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11 ~1 111ber of adherents in Bulgaria. Revolutionary nationalists were weak and 

6 sunited. The major movements for the revolutionaries were to cross the 

b anube and start ill-organized and sporadic revolts. The famous April uprising 

lneg~n. in the villages, not in the towns, .where ~ationalists . wer~ m'uch stronger. 
fact, the revolt was not purely nationalist1c. Revolut1onanes propaganda 

recruited villagers for participation in the revolt. These villagers assumed that 

they were protecting their lives against a planned Turkish massacre. The revolt 
\vas suppressed in a month. 

The grassroots communal life in the Balkans for centuries hardened the 

~resence of nationalism in the peninsula. In th.e Bulgarian case, non-c'.1111'.c 
. ltlganans were a maJonty. To create one nation and to pursue a nation s 
1111

erests were impossible in a multi-ethnic structured community. When the 
ethnic map of Bulgaria did not easily lend itself to the creation of one nation , 

the utopian nationalism started using ambiguous, imagined variables to justify 

their way of nationalism. Turks, Greeks, Vlahs and others either began 

~Ssimilation into Bulgarian nationali sm. Radical reinterpretation of the hi story 
in Bulgaria started in the 1870s and continued until contemporary times. 

European attention to the April uprising made the revolt an important 
ethnic struggle. Biased European consideration about Bulgarian problems, and 

changing international policies among the European powers created an 

enormous fortune for Bulgarian revolutionaries as well as other Balkan 

revolutionary nationali sts . The treaty of Berlin recognized some ethnic groups, 

such as the Bulgarians, Romanians and Serbs, as nations, while it ignored the 

claims to nationhood made by other ethnic groups. Precise Russian effort on 

behalf of Balkan nationalities and the European powers' collaboration with 

Russia gave birth to autonomous national Balkan states. Interestingly, the Berlin 

Treaty recognized national territories in the Balkans, tetTitories that never 

existed before the Ottoman State. Jnadequate national boundaries favored some 

Balkan nationalities but ignored others and created turmoil in the Balkans. 

Balkan nations strong in population and power tried to seize more territory for 

greater s tatehood. Attempts to ascertain and assimilate different nationalities 

into the sovereign nations created endless unrest in the Balkans, as was clearly 
seen in the Bulgarian nationalism case. 
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OZET 

BULGAR MiLLiYEH;iLi(iiNiN ORTA YA (:IKISI 

O.rnian/1 Devleti11de11 bag1111s1z/1g1111 kazanan Balkan millet!eri 111il!i ki111lik/eri 
ve 111i!li amar;:lan at;:1s111dan knn~1k mil!iyet~:i dii~ii11 ce!er tesis ettiler. Ba!ka11/arda 
tarilite11 gele11 et11ik ve politik kar1~·1k/1klar Os111a11/i 'da11 so11ra 111il!iyetr,;i/ik 
atq·1j:/e alcvle11erek, /iayali a111at;:lar pe~·inde ko~·up, telrlike/i mecralara dojiru 
aktilar. Di,iter l?a/ka11 mi!liyett;: i gruplar111da old11g11 gibi /311/gar mil!iyetrileri de 
tarihi terste11 okuy11p, tarilii11 ve Os111a11!1 Dev!eti11in dogal ak1~·111.1n tersine baz1 
k//l ;i:11/a111a/ara gittikler. Kendi 111i!letleri11i11 ne kadar 611em!i old11jj111111, 111illi 
bili11<:/eri11i11 11e kadar eskiye daya11d1gun ve politik 111il!iyet~·i/igi11 Bu!garlar 
i{'erisinde 11e de11/i lr1z/a yayt!d1iJ1111 g6stermek i9i11 !wrca11a11 r;:aba/arda Osman/1 
Devleti Kfinah ket;:isi ilan cdilip, Osman/1 Devleti kara11/ik d611em olarak 
nite!endfrildi. !311 yaz1da da gijrfi!ecegi gihi, 11e Osma11/1 d611e111i Bu!garlar ir;:in 
kara11/ik diinemdi ve 11e de Bu/gar milli bili11ci mil!iyetr;:i-komitaci!an11 iddia ettigi 
kadar Os111m1/1 B11/garlan11da dcrin baglara salripti. 

Am1'1t11r Kelime/er: Os111a11/1, /3u/garistn11, Tun a Vilayeti, Rita Ma11astm, 
Tirttol'a, Peder Paisii, Aprilov, Rakovski, Tersane Ko1!fera11s1 . 
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